
 

 

 

 

Job Description  

Job Title: Financial Accountant 

 

Location: Dublin, Ireland 

Contract Type: Permanent 

 

Reporting to: Financial Controller 

 

Cantor Fitzgerald 

Cantor Fitzgerald is one of the world’s pre-eminent Capital Markets Investment Banks with offices and 

trading desks in all major financial centres throughout the world. The group possesses one of the 

largest institutional sales forces globally serving over 5,000 clients in 33 worldwide locations including 

New York, London, Paris, Hong Kong, and Dublin. Cantor Fitzgerald (“Cantor”) is a global financial 

services firm and is the largest remaining private partnership on Wall Street. Cantor operates in more 

than 20 countries with over 60 offices around the world and has a team of more than 11,000 

employees offering services in Equities, Investment Banking, Real Estate and Fixed Income & Currency 

trading. 

Role Summary 

 

Reporting to the Financial Controller, the successful candidate will work as part of a finance team on 

the preparation of internal and external financial reporting and other finance ad hoc duties. Joining 

an experienced team, the person will take on responsibility to completing a broad range of tasks and 

will join a team that operates a flexible approach to task allocation.  

 

Core Role & Responsibilities:  

Assist in the production of reconciled Management Accounts on a monthly basis, in an effective and 

efficient manner, reflecting the month end financial positions of the companies concerned. Duties for 

the finance team include the below and are assigned to the team for completion each month.  

The tasks assigned can include: 

• Management accounts for group entities. 

• Management of AP/AR 

• Payroll. 

• Reconciliation of balance sheet items.  

• Weekly Cash flow forecasting. 

• Complete tax returns including VAT, CT, CIEs, Return of trading etc 

• Preparation of annual budgets. 

• Regulatory Reporting (DOE); 

• Preparation and submission of statutory returns 

• Assist in duties relating to accounts payable in line with company procedures.  

• Finance related projects as applicable 

 



 

 

Standing Finance team objectives 

1. Acting as a key source of financial information for the business 

2. Ensuring that financial information is of sufficient content and quality 

3. Acting with integrity in all dealings with the remainder of the business, escalating any concerns 

or suspected breaches of internal policy or external legislation identified with senior 

management as necessary 

4. Awareness of internal policies and procedures and recommendation of any improvements 

identified 

5. Monitoring of financial and operational risks and escalation as necessary 

6. Work with a view of team goals and attainment 

  

Skills & Competencies  

• Excellent attention to detail 

• Strong ability to prioritize and manage assignments with varying timelines. 

• Excellent written and verbal skills including a focus on quality output. 

• Innovative in proposing solutions. 

• Multitasker to ensure all teams responsibilities are completed by end of day 

Requirements 

• Qualified accountant 

• Experience in management reporting/production of management accounts 

• Excellent attention to detail 

• Excellent knowledge of MS Office combined with general proficiency in IT systems 

• Practical approach to solving problems 

• Ability to work on own initiative and as part of an integrated team 

 

Qualified applicants may write enclosing their CV to recruitment-ireland@cantor.com, 

quoting ref: Dublin – Financial Accountant  

 


